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consciousness is a gestalt of conscious identity that represents the point of eternal cognition.
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4. The Cosmic Gestalt: A sentient conscious identity in the form of energy. Energy
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the original Conciousness Gestalts out of which humanity was created. 10. Sub-strand DNA
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Seeds are massive Gestalt Consciousness. They are identity. If we are the little pieces
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a field of Gestalt Consciousness. This is your return home to an awesome state

4 are Consciousness Gestalts of liquid light, and are considered Avatars. We have our
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forgotten. It is gestalt consciousness, from which infinite members of our family of
consciousness
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homecoming and our gestalt consciousness coming back together to become the God Seed



again.
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forgotten. It is gestalt consciousness, from which infinite members of our family of
consciousness
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homecoming & your gestalt consciousness coming back together to become the God Seed
again.
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Source Family of Gestalt Consciousness within which the levels of individuated identity have
their
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Source Family of Gestalt Consciousness within which the levels of individuated identity have
their
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which the dimensionalizing gestalt identity enters PreMatter Liquid Light densities of
Harmonic-4, the

Fields holding the gestalt identity of Harmonic-5 Rishi Consciousness Collective- the
"Universal

the Avatar identity gestalt Consciousness Collective- the "Galactic Family of Consciousness".
The Shara
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represents the Identity Gestalt or Family of Consciousness through which identity enters
manifestation. The

into smaller Consciousness Gestalts within the lower dimensional fields. The smaller Gestalts
of Consciousness

fields. The smaller Gestalts of Consciousness form the 3-Dimensional Scalar Shields of the
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Meta-terrestriai-Consciousness Gestalts of pre-matter or ante-matter density, Dimension 10
-
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projection into dimensionalized gestalts of consciousness. Individuation from Source
represents breaking identity down into

down into smaller gestalt packages, within the dimensional scale, and thus a return to

levels of dimensionalized gestalt identity, through sequentially merging the dimensionalized
scalar grids of the

the levels of gestalt identity. Merging the morphogenetic fields of gestalt identity creates a

morphogenetic fields of gestalt identity creates a sequential expansion of consciousness back
into its
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houses the Soul Gestalt Identity in dimensions 4, 5 and 6 (Harmonic Universe-
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evolved Ultra-terrestrial gestalt of consciousness, in pure ante-matter wave form, that exists

Masters unless their gestalt of consciousness has fully completed at least one full cycle

of a consciousness gestalt that has fulfilled ascension and then returned to carry the

to the eternal gestalt identity levels stationed within the 3 non-dimensionalized levels of
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Avatar is a gestalt of Meta-terrestrial consciousness, which includes all incarnational identity
aspects

connected to a gestalt of higher dimensional consciousness that includes the Avatar identity
level,

Universe-S Rishi gestalts of consciousness, who watch over human evolutionary cycles (often
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reality fields and gestalts of eternal consciousness awareness. The Eckatic Matrix is the mid-

and its individuated gestalt God-Seed and Monads (tonal structures of consciousness) emerge

the Energy Matrix. Gestalt Identity: One identity formed of many smaller identities, whose
consciousness

§ii ~ gestalts, as they project into the levels of the Energy Matrix



Soul is a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Incarnates, each Over-Soul

Over-Soul a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Souls, each Avatar a

each Avatar a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Over-Souls, each Rishi

each Rishi a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Geomantic Entities, each Eckar

each Eckar a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 RishA, each Monad a

each Monad a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Eckars, each God-Seed

God-Seed a gestalt identity composed of sets of 12 Monads, the Yunasai (

Creation) an infinite gestalt identity that perpetually projects sets of 12 God-Seeds into

identity into individuated gestalts of consciousness and its reciprocal accretion (drawing
together) The
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through the expanding gestalts of consciousness in return to Source identity. God-Seed: The

first projection into gestalt identity that consciousness encounters when it individuates from
Source consciousness.

eternal station of gestalt of identity that exists as a complex geometrically organized tonal

Cosmic Families of gestalt consciousness) and their inherent Energy and Time Matrices, are
created.

created. The consciousness gestalt of the God-Seed is known as the Yusette identity

scalar grids of gestalt identities or "Cosmic Families of Consciousness", that hold the

morphogenetic field and gestalt consciousness is created. Using Keylontic Science to begin
consciously opening
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Soul Matrix identity gestalt - the astral, archetypal and angelic minds - dimensions, chakras,

Soul Matrix identity gestalt - the Ketheric, monadic and Keriatric minds - dimensions, chakras,

Hova BodyAvatar identity gestalt - the Christiac, Buddhiac and Nirvanic minds - dimensions,
chakras,

Body- Rishi identity gestalt - Universal mind - dimensions, chakras, auric field levels and

Geomantic Entity identity gestalt. Polaric Matrix- DiOmni Hova Body - RishA identity gestalt.
Eckatic

- RishA identity gestalt. Eckatic Matrix - Prima Hova Body- Eckar identity gestalt. Through

Body- Eckar identity gestalt. Through the process of progressively merging the Hova Body
levels,
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the Rishi Identity Gestalt and contains the Universal Conscious Mind of Dimensions 13-15.

Rishi is a Gestalt of Meta-terrestrial Consciousness that appears as a flaming sphere

12 Avatar Consciousness Gestalts. When one has expanded into Rishi identity, perception
expands to
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into progressively smaller gestalts of individuated consciousness, that becomes manifest
forms of sentient, creative

eternal, electro-tonal gestalt of consciousness composed of pure conscious radiation, which
exists within

Source Family of Gestalt Consciousness, within which the levels of individuated identity have
their

God-Seed Consciousness Gestalts is the first step in the Stair Step Creation process.
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God-Seed Consciousness Gestalts are imbued with the energy-identity and created in the

Monads, Cosmic Family Gestalts of Consciousness, within which many universes are created.
In the

of 12 Consciousness Gestalts, called Eckars, are formed. On the forth step of creation,

the Eckar Consciousness Gestalts create, within themselves and the Monad, sets of 12 RishA

12 RishA Consciousness Gestalts, within the Polaric Level of the Energy Matrix. The fifth

Each RishA Consciousness Gestalt creates within itself and the Monad, sets of 12 Geomantic

Geomantic Entity Consciousness Gestalts, within the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix. The
layers

of the Eternal Gestalt Consciousness created within the Yunasai, which take on the form

each Geomantic Entity Gestalt in the Triadic Level of the Energy Matrix polarizes its

12 Rishi Consciousness Gestalts, the first dimensionalized morphogenetic scalar grids of
conscious Ante-matter

The Rishi Consciousness Gestalts create within themselves sets of 12 projections of their
consciousness

light Avatar Consciousness Gestalts form. The Pre-matter crystalline liquid light scalar fields
of

The Avatar Consciousness Gestalts create, within themselves, sets of 12 projections of their
consciousness

Over-Soul Consciousness Gestalts form, which form the foundations for multiple Planetary
morphogenetic structures.

Over-Soul Consciousness Gestalts create, within themselves, sets of 12 projections of their
consciousness

of Soul Consciousness Gestalts form, which form the foundations for Race/Species
morphogenetic structures.

The Soul Consciousness Gestalts create, within themselves, sets of 12 projections of their
consciousness

of Incarnate Consciousness Gestalts form, which form the basis for Individual morphogenetic
structures. Science,

creation of living Gestalts of Conscious Awareness, through the formation of morphogenetic
scalar grids,
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the hierarchy of Gestalt identity, out of which we each emerge, we can begin

of consciousness, the Gestalts through which we received our progressive individuation,
represent a progressive

into becoming the Gestalts of consciousness through which we were once created. In our

our multi-dimensional gestalt identity (the 8 Hova Bodies) and expanding our dimensionalized
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3) and the gestalt Rishi identity (Raja Hova Body dimensions 13-15). Introducing

Master"" levels of gestalt identity, which exist beyond the dimensionalized structures of time.
This

dimensional human psyche, gestalt consciousness and the 5 Ariea Hova Bodies. Discusses the
levels
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the levels of gestalt identity that are held in place by interwoven, multidimensional
morphogenetic

Cosmic Family" consciousness gestalts, to which we are all connected. Provides the
framework through

Seed, the original gestalt of consciousness, out of which the human lineage emerged.
Technique

the higher identity gestalts, so the Incarnates bio-energetic systems can stay balanced during
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is a massive gestalt of conscious identity, which is referred to by many names;
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a large identity gestalt, stationed in the higher bodies. Higher dimensional identities represent
more
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the 3 higher gestalts of consciousness, which lie outside of all dimensionalized, experiential,
reality.
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smaller identity consciousness gestalts are formed, in each of the five HU"s. This reality

The smaller consciousness gestalts within the 15D matrices (that compose the time matrix)

exist within one gestalt unified field, known as the Mind of God. The unified

the God Mind gestalt are composed first, and primarily, of units of consciousness of
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greater aspects of gestalt identity, as contained within the family tree of consciousness -

to become the gestalt identity- just as the identity of the child expands to
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levels of personal gestalt identities that are referred to as "Ascended Mastery". The
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exists as a gestalt identity MF, eternally stationed within the God Seed, within the

identity, within the gestalt of the Cosmic FTC and represents the individual"s direct connection
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God family consciousness gestalt goes by the name of Melchizedek. In the multidimensional
scheme
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the other a gestalt of the original family lines of the Melchizedek God seed

entire multi-dimensional gestalt to expedite it"s own process of ascension. Thus the 24
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Control Codes, 16 Gestalt Identity, 31, 36 God,9, 10, 14, 16,23,28, 29,36,37,38,39, 49,50,
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RACES Three Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness projected by the Yanas to form the 3
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the greater identity gestalt (having a variety of race manifestations within various reality
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extended energetic identity gestalt that is the foundation upon which all matter and identity
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with the identity gestalt from which their identity is created, they will become aware
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represents an eternal gestalt of identity that is non-dimensionalized and free from space-

the Geomantic Entity Gestalt identity. Through the Geomancy all things, beings and
consciousness are

the Central Creative Gestalt Identity of Source Mind. The structure of the 6 Primary
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6 Soul Matrix gestalt. Soul Integration comes with conscious assimilation of these 4
Components
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original Geomantic Entity Gestalt that exists eternally beyond dimensionalization. The Soul
Matrix-Superconscious Mind
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composed of massive gestalts of Eternal Sentient Consciousness, from and within which the
Primal

expression. The Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness that exist in the form of Primal Sound
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exist as eternal gestalts of consciousness in the form of spherical Ante-matter constructs
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of your own gestalt awareness into yourself. But, the parts-there are levels that
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me-l"m a Gestalt consciousness. I"m a spokesperson for a collective, a collective that
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She is a gestalt of consciousness that is beyond gender and male and female
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Races: 3 Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness projected by the Yanas to form the 3
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24 Elders" consciousness gestalts beyond the Time Matrix and the Breneau Orders of
Density-
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RACES Three Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness projected by the Yanas to form the 3
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fields exist as gestalts of consciousness in the form of light-radiation. • All
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• The identity gestalt of the Maharati, which is projected from the 3 Breneau

The Mahara identity gestalt that forms Dimension 12 manifests as a field of conscious
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Council represents the gestalts of eternal consciousness that perpetually seed life into the
dimensionalized
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are the massive gestalts of conscious identity from which all individuated identities in that
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holds the identity gestalt of the Race Family of Consciousness and connects the individual

Body holds the gestalt identity of the Planetary Family of Consciousness and connects the

Body holds the gestalt identity of the Galactic Family of Consciousness and connects the

Body holds the gestalt identity of the Universal Family of Consciousness and connects the
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holds the identity gestalt of the Triadic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects the

holds the identity gestalt of the Polaric Cosmic Family of Consciousness cmd connects the

holds the identity gestalt of the Eckatic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects the
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called Yanas consciousness gestalts or the "24 Cosmic Seeds" (sometimes called the

Seeds"). The Yanas gestalt consciousness-field that forms the faster-vibrating Over Tone
portion



Tone RlshA Matrix gestalts, is called the Gold Flame Tone. The Gold Flame Tone
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Da". The Yanas gestalt consciousness-field that forms the slower-vibrating Base Tone portion

Tone Entity Matrix gestalts, is called the Amethyst or Violet Flame Tone. The Violet

Together the Grandeyanas gestalt, the Wachayanas gestalt, and the Ramyanas gestalt form
the spherical,

gestalt, the Wachayanas gestalt, and the Ramyanas gestalt form the spherical, inaudible
sound-wave

and the Ramyanas gestalt form the spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of conscious, living

Tone Polaric RishA gestalts of the 01-0mni Hova Body and the 12 Ramyanas

Tone Eckatic Eckah gestalt of the Prima Hova Body are called the Yanas Council

Wachayanas and Ramyanas gestalts together are referred to as the Eieyani (pronounced E-
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Ultra-terrestrial Identity Gestalts from dimensions 13- the Eckatic Level.) Not everyone has
such
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souls, Avatars. Christed Gestalts, Christos Founders Races, Elohei-Eiohim, Seraphei-Seraphim
& Braharama. The

of the Yanas) Gestalts. The Eckasha Worlds: "Yanas God Worlds", Grandeyanas,
Wachayanas, Ramayanas,

Ramayanas, Eternal Consciousness Gestalts, Breatharians, UrtiteCioisters, Palaidorians. Idea
Constructs and the ManU-ManA-EirA.
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RACES Three Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness projected by the Yanas to form the 3
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from an entity gestalt within the Metagalactic Core; this entity is known as Ra,

12 primary identity gestalts within the Ra Confederacy, members of its four largest gestalts

its four largest gestalts became involved and allowed for the rescue mission to take

with these three gestalts are also involved with Earth at this time, including the
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RESCUE MISSION consciousness gestalt Azar-Azara and a HU-2 ET race known as

merged into a gestalt energy field of consciousness, which served as a morphogenetic field

Ra Confederacy this gestalt of consciousness/genetic and planetary morphogenetic field was
entered into
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with the Entity gestalt Melchazedek from the realities beyond the Metagalactic Core. There
are
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Amonite and Azurite gestalt Families, the Entities who orchestrated the Templar Sealings in
order
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and the Entity gestalts from Meta-Galactic Core. This "divine intervention" will create
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Specialization Extraterrestrials: Palaidorian Gestalt 0-6, Elohim Cloister D-9, Sirian-Arcturian
Coalition for

5 Metaterrestrials: Lyran Gestalt D-12, Breneau Collective D-15 Ultra-Terrestrials: Azar-Azara

Azara and Melchazedakz Gestalts Meta-Galactic Core. 224
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analooly · hold Gestalts of Consciousness through wh~h multiple singular Incarnate Identities
slmubneoustf
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holds the identity gestalt pf the Race Family of Consciousness and connects the individual

I,olds the gestalt identity of the Planetary Family of · Consciousness and connects
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Body holds the gestalt identity of the Galactic Family of Consciousness and connects the

Body holds the gestalt identity of the Universal Family of Consciousness and connects the

holds the identity gestalt of the Triadic Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects the

hoids the identity gestalt of the Polaric. Cosmic Family of Consciousness and connects the
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holds the identity gestalt of the Eckatic Cosmic Family .of Consciousness and connects
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called Yanas consciousness gestalts or the "24 Cosmic Seeds" (sometimes call ed

Seeds"). The Yanas gestalt consciousness-field that forms the faster-vibrating Over. Tone.
port
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Tone RishA Matrix gestalts, is called the Gold Flame Tone. The Gold Flame Tone

. The Yanas gestalt consciousness-field that forms the slower-vibrating Base Tone portion

Tone Entity Matrix gestalts, is calle.d the Amethyst or Violet Flame Tone. The

Together the Grandeyanas gestalt, ·the Wachayanas gestalt, and the Ramyanas gestalt form
the

·the Wachayanas gestalt, and the Ramyanas gestalt form the spherical, inaudible sound-wave

and the Ramyanas gestalt form the spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of conscious, living

Tone Polaric RishA gestalts of the Di-Omni Hova Body and the12 Ramyanas Violet

Tone Triadic Entity gestalts of the Tanotra Hova Body (the 24 "God-

Tone Eckatic Eckah gestalt ofthe Prima Hova Body are called the. Yanas Council or

Wachayahas and Ramyanas gestalts together are referred to as the Eieyani (pronounced E-
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which the dimensionallzlng gestalt Identity enters the Pnt- called the Earth Star-Sea/Is

Scalar Aelds holding lhe"gestalt 12"ddmensional frequencies of the Hannonlc-4 Pre-matter
Uquid

her Avatlr Identity gestalt Consciousness CoUeelive- the "Galactic Family of Consciousness".
Crystai.Seal
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HB 1B 9 Gestalt Identity TS-HB Part 1 26 Gestalts MR-HB 2A

Part 1 26 Gestalts MR-HB 2A 16 Giza Pyramid- First Building VV-2/
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2/B Identity Gestalt CS-HB Identity Heritage IC-HB Identity Integration MR-HB
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Meta-terrestrial-Consciousness Gestalts MR-HB 2A 16 Metatronic "Flaming Blue Sword"
Wesedak
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units, they are gestalts of consciousness. Each step of the fission/fusion process from
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units. They are gestalts of consciousness. Each step of the fission/fusion process from
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Wachayanas, and Ramyanas gestalts that form the spherical, inaudible sound-wave fields of
conscious,
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reality fields and gestalts of eternal consciousness awareness. The Energy Matrix is the point

and its individuated gestalt God-Seeds and Monads (tonal structures of consciousness)
emerge
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a collective or gestalt of consciousness. This is the view of the Monad that
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greater aspects of gestalt identity as contained within the family tree of consciousness -

to become the gestalt identity - just as the identity of the child expands
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You are a gestalt consciousness that has to make itself smaller as it comes
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Rishi self, our gestalt, Rishi self. And, it is huge compared to the little
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represents a "gestalt" or "collective council of consciousness," an "Eckashi Council,"
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"planetary gestalt," a "Planetary Eckashi Birth Council," composed of a multitude
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is our Massive gestalt Spirit Body, and we can ... when, when we have
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the whole collective gestalt identity that we call God, and you pass through creation

consciousness are, are gestalts of consciousness, groups of consciousness. Our Gestalt
identity is an

of consciousness. Our Gestalt identity is an identity that is one ... but it
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and different growing gestalts of identity until we get to the God-Seed. The

we as a gestalt consciousness was. If we can build a path from wherever
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field of the gestalt consciousness. This is your return home to an awesome state
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God family consciousness gestalt goes by the name of Melchizedek. In the multidimensional
scheme
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the other a gestalt of the original families that emerged directly from the Melchizedek
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level of our gestalt consciousness that vibrates to the 5th Harmonic Universe which is
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Ultra-terrestrial Identity Gestalts from Dimension 13, the Eckatic Level). Not everyone has
such
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entire multi-dimensional gestalt to expedite its own process of ascension. Thus the 24
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to move the Gestalt Awareness into yourself. But, the parts, there are levels having
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God-Seed is Gestalt Consciousness and there are infinite members of our family and
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to form a gestalt. Talk about power! But those powerful unions need to start
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word root "gestalt"). Plasmantik Gestuals 111 are specifically encrypted plasm-bundles that
orchestrate
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with the identtty gestalt from which their identity is created. chey will become aw-
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ed tntra-tnTestnal gestalt of consciousness. i.u pure ante-m.aner \\"2\"
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t«nal gestalts of consciousness in the fonn of spherical Ante-marter constructs
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the God Seed Gestalt Identiry within the core of the God-Source. (ThoT"""
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c011nected to a gestalt of higher dtmension.11 consciousness that includes lhe A ntar

erse--5 Rlshl gestalts of consooumess who wa1ch O\"t"f human evolunonary cycles (
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1S composM ofmasSJ\~ gestalts ofEttrnal S.atit>Dt Consciousotss. from an within which the
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d of Consciousness Gestalt is the ftrst step in the Stair Steo Crc:ation.
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of Palaidoa· gestalt of consciousness/genetic and planetary morphogenetic field was entered
into
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(a massive gestalt of consciousness idmtity which is rderred to by many names;

a large identity gestalt stationed in the higher bodies. (See: R.einca.m:
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l.J1triHroeyqpl Identity Gestalts from dimens1on I 3th the Echtic U\·el -
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pnmary 1da1n1:x. gestalts wtthm the Ra Couff"d.racy. (V.,.....,u-,..1) Usmg
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d energetic identity gestalt (Soul), that is the founchtl.on upoo wtuch all
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ac-Y this gestalt of ~genetic and planetary motphogenttic field was entered into
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exists as eternal gestalts of consciousness in the form of spherical Ante-maner constructs
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eternal. electro-tonal gestalt of consciousness composed of pure conscious r..diation. which
exists

an,·~ Gestalt Ickntiry of Sourer- ~iind. (\"0)-1-.... 137)
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